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THE CENTRE FOR TENDERING WEBINAR AGENDA 

13.00: 13.10: Project Welcome, Introduction and Background

13.10 – 13.25: Supporting Small Firm Tendering: Greater 
Manchester Ecosystem Case Study Findings 

13.25-13.30: A Regional Dashboard of Priorities 

13.30- 13.50: Panelist Q & A and Audience Questions 

13.50: 13.55: Ideas for LEPs and Business Support Providers 

13.55- 14.00: Summary and Close of Webinar
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£1 in Every £3? What Is The Productivity Problem We Want To Solve ?

The effective exclusion of many small firms (SMEs) from 
public sector supply chains, or their positioning at lowest end 
of value chains, impedes productivity by: 

1. Undermining small enterprise growth and local 
economic development; 

2. Inhibiting innovation and competitiveness in public 
supply chains;

3. Wasting scarce SME resource in unsuccessful tendering.



Reviewing the Greater Manchester (GM) Enterprise 
Ecosystem 

Greater Manchester-wide Business Growth Hub

Ten Local Authorities

Four Universities

35 Health and Social Care Partnerships

Transport for Greater Manchester 

GCHQ, BBC, Manchester Housing Providers

GM region has a strategic and pro-active 

commitment  to its small business communities



How Do Small Firms Become Successful At Tendering? 
The CLEVER TENDERING Model 

Built from academic study into what  

successful small firms DO

Used as tool to audit Greater 

Manchester enterprise ecosystem 

Sensitive to how small firms learn A capabilities-management 

approach 



Capability Routines: 
what 
SMEs do  
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Support to help firms qualify themselves in or out of a 
tender is unreliable. Most procurer websites offer 
guidance for objective assessment of a contract 
opportunity (e.g. contract value, mandated 
experience). [x]CC states it will not discriminate 
against new or smaller suppliers and will review the 
potential risks. ‘Bid readiness’ is taught on the BGH 
one-day workshop but with limited detail.  Business 
advice does not explicitly facilitate firms to set criteria 
for the kinds of tenders they want to and can win to act 
as a checklist against which to productively assess 
tender invitations. 
 
GM’s VCSE support sector represents best practice at 
fostering communities of practice for opportunity 
collaboration. Space to reflect on useful alliances or 
partnerships and network development specific to 
tendering is generally absent in other sectors. 
 
 
 
 
Firm leaders are generally not supported to engage 
confidently in knowing what to charge for their services 
and knowing the ‘going rate’ for units of service 
delivery. Advice about how to argue for quality, 
innovation or ethics in relation to price in tenders, rather 
than always competing on price, is not available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Workshop sessions stimulate ideas on how to 
develop a 100-word value proposition and where 
to find the data to underpin it.  A value proposition 
is extremely important to support SMEs in 
knowing how they can position themselves within 
NHS supply chains and it aids their attempts to 
open up dialogue with the NHS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This programme is exclusively for SMEs, but 
discussion around prohibitive contract volume and 
size does elucidate options for collaborative 
supply. The opportunity to pitch to a Procurement 
event acts as a platform where the panel consider 
and recommend potentially positive connections 
and relationships. 
 
 
SME owners can ask procurers what they pay for 
specific services and how value is calculated 
inside the NHS. 



How well does the GM Ecosystem raise Tendering Capabilities? General
Findings 

Market analysis: Ecosystem offers a fragmented customer journey with poor knowledge flows. 
Capability to tender is positioned as answering a tender invitation; it starts before that

Market positioning: Lack of visible support to help an SME to consider how they ‘stack up’ against 
awarded contracts or to understand what leaps in suppler value are required to become competitive

Reputation building: Supplier profiles for winning public contracts idealised through 
regulatory compliance and not focused on how a firm can showcase innovation/agency

Tender Leadership: Unless an SME leader has prior tacit knowledge there is poor 
visibility of an end-to-end journey and the steps within this journey

Technical Tender Components: General level of business support does not teach a firm
how to critically read of a tender specification prior to answering the questions.



How well does the GM Ecosystem raise SME Tendering Capabilities? Better 
Practice Findings (specific initiatives, e.g. STEP Into Healthcare) 

Market analysis: STEP Into Healthcare participants are sufficiently prepared and given time to formulate 
market information needs

Market positioning: STEP Into Healthcare participants are challenged to reflect upon and present their value 
proposition in a way that teaches them to ‘think like a procurer’

Reputation Building: STEP Into Healthcare participants hear stories from other successful SME leaders about 
selling into the NHS and what resource demands this has placed upon their business

Scrutinising a tender specification: STEP Into Healthcare Programme materials encourage realistic opportunity 
assessment

Learning and Innovation:  Ecosystem much better at advocacy and lobbying procurers on behalf of the 
Voluntary Community and Social Enterprise sector. Firm-level learning is positioned as a continuum.

Some very good and emerging ecosystem thinking but this is not available to most firms 



A ‘Learning Lens’ Audit Of The Greater Manchester Ecosystem

• General provision stops short of raising absorptive capacity or strategic commitment
• Tendering is not generally embedded in business incubation and growth 

programmes: A chance to develop skills for Competitive Tendering  is lost 
• Knowledge is not socialised: Over-reliance on evergreen  resources  in policy-speak
• Learning is constrained through rigid contractual entry gates. Stiff sanctions apply for 

mis-understanding tender paperwork. There are no informal safety nets
• Opportunities to learn through reflection on tendering experience are largely absent 
• Feedback on tender outcomes is scant
• The skill of orientating goods and services to a specific tender invitation is not taught
• The ecosystem lacks a method to diagnose journeys and customise support is cons

A lonely and a bewildering journey with scarce and fragmented support 



A Dashboard of Priorities: What Needs To Change In Enterprise 
Ecosystems?

This project has developed a dashboard to guide regional 

enterprise ecosystems to review and develop its own 

provision.

Aids better commissioning of business support so that 

enterprise ecosystems can deliver the value proposition of 

ensuring that £1 in £3 of public sector spend is invested in 

small firms.
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What Next? Centre for Tendering Services 

info@centrefortendering.com www.centrefortending.com

For Anchor Institutions 

SME Supply Chain Analysis 

and Engagement Services 

Help procurers make 

tendering more SME-friendly 

For Business Growth 

Companies & SME Enterprise

Centres

Digital Incubator Content 

Diagnostic Tool 

Training Services 

Masterclass Series 

£Joint ERDF project?

For LEPs and Business Growth 

Teams 

Regional Ecosystem Evidence 

Base Review & Report 

mailto:info@centrefortendering.com
http://www.centrefortending.com/


Putting Project Outcomes To Work: A Panelist Perspective 

d contractual entry gates where stiff sanctions




